
 
 

Product Information Bulletin 
 
Number: 9517 
Date: December 15, 2015 
Division: Wayne Dalton 
Product Family: Rolling Steel 
Product Series: Rolling Steel Doors with flat slat profiles 
RE: Vinyl Decal Option Available through Integracolor 
 

To: All Wayne Dalton Dealers 

From: Jennifer Malcuit, Product Manager, Rolling Steel 
 

 
As a reminder, we are able to accommodate customers in need of vinyl decals 
for their rolling doors. For those opportunities where end-customers want to 
have their logo or even the full door size graphic applied to their rolling door, 
vinyl decals are a great solution either with a new door build or retrofit project. 
 
We have partnered with Integracolor to come up with a discounted group rate 
for Wayne Dalton Dealers. They have several print facilities; one of their larger 
ones and corporate office is located in Mesquite, Texas (in DFW area).  
 
Vinyl decals will work best on flat slat profiles. Graphic installation is done after 
door system is fully installed on jobsite. 
 
How to get a quote:  

1) Contact Integracolor and they will walk you through the process.  
a. Dealer will need to identify the size of the graphic desired.   
b. Integracolor will work with dealer on graphic requirements, provide information on how to send or 

upload the graphic file. 
c. Integracolor will review and provide a quote for pricing of the decal printing and shipping. 

2) Integracolor will put you in touch with the 3M certified decal installer in their network nearest to the dealer 
location and/or jobsite.  

a. Dealer will need to get a quote from the 3M certified decal installer for the graphic installation. 
 
Order and installation: 

1) Integracolor will work with dealer to finalize decal order. 
2) Integracolor will create decal and ship to 3M certified decal installer that dealer has identified to do the graphic 

installation. 
3) 3M certified decal installer will install graphic based on arrangement made with dealer. 

 

  

Randy Hewitt | Account Executive 
214.499.1438 mobile | rhewitt@integracolor.com 
3210 Innovative Way | Mesquite, TX 75149 

 
We really appreciate your continued business. 
 
Thanks, 
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